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Legal Disclaimer
While every attempt has been made to ensure that the information presented here is correct, the
contents herein are a reflection of the views of the author and are meant for educational and
informational purposes only. All links are for information purposes only and are not warranted for
content, accuracy or any other implied or explicit purpose.
No guarantees whatsoever, be it fiduciary or in terms of any guaranteed results are made, and as
always competent legal, accounting, tax and other professional consultation should be sought
where needed.
Resell Rights Explained is the copyrighted work TPJaveton & Associates to which all rights are reserved. The
author shall in no event be held liable for any loss or other damages, including but not limited to special,
incidental, consequential or other damages.
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Introduction
What do All These Terms Mean?
If you’ve ever tried to sort through the world of resell rights, you probably noticed that there
are nearly a dozen different terms – mostly acronyms of the various product types – used to
describe them. For example, you've probable heard of or actually used a RR, PLR or MRR
product without being provided with a clear definition of the rights that accompany that
particular product.
So how are you supposed to know what all the different acronyms mean, and what rights are
included with the products if there are not explained in detail? Granted that some product
owners and marketers who are selling rights to their products do provide descriptions and
clear explanations of the accompanying rights, but unfortunately not all of them do.
This report was created to remove any and all misconceptions, misunderstandings, ambiguity
and other mysterious clouds that may hang over Resell Rights products as well as their legal
and proper use. Over the next few pages we’ll dissect the most common terms associated
with resell rights. And the next time you purchase rights, you can be confident since you
know what you’re buying.
But one word of warning…
A moment ago I mentioned that sometimes even some of the marketers selling the rights
don’t understand the terms they’re using. That means that you need to ALWAYS read your
rights license so you understand how your product can and cannot be used.
Even if you know the definition of a term, the marketer selling you the rights to a particular
info product might not and as such, the license may list terms strikingly different from what
you expected those rights to be. When in doubt, it is best to ask the original product creator
directly, and get it in writing so there aren’t any misunderstandings.
Now let’s get on with it…
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Resell Rights vs. Resale Rights
You’ve no doubt noticed that some people refer to “resell rights” while others
refer to “resale rights.”
What’s the difference?
While the English majors may argue about the correct spelling and usage, for all
practical purposes the terms can be used interchangeably. As such, “master
resell rights” are exactly the same thing as “master resale rights,” “basic resell
rights” are the same thing as “basic resale rights,” and so on.
Which brings us to our next definition…
Resell Rights (AKA Basic Resell Rights)
When you get basic resell rights to a product, it means you can sell it directly to
your customers and keep all the profits.
However, selling it to customers is the only thing you can do with a product that
comes with basic resell rights. That means you aren’t allowed to change it in
any way, nor are you allowed to pass the resell rights along to your customers.
This is similar to being an affiliate in that you aren’t allowed to modify the
products you’re selling. The difference, of course, is that when you have resell
rights you get to keep all the profits, control the sales process and build the
customer list.

Note: Check your resell rights license. Some product owners require you
to sell the product using their sales letters. Other owners give you a sales
letter to optionally. Still others don’t give you any sales materials.
Also, some licenses allow you to include your resell rights product as a
bonus to other paid products, include it in a membership site or even sell
it on an auction site. Others do not allow these practices for fear of
devaluing the product. Check your license!
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Master Resell Rights
When you get master resell rights to a product, it means you not only can make
money selling the product to your customers, you can also make money by
selling the resell rights or master resell rights to your customers… and your
customers can do exactly the same thing.
Let me give you an example…
You buy master resell rights to a dog training ebook. You get to make money in two ways:
1. You sell this ebook directly to dog enthusiasts and keep all the profits.
2. And you also sell the resell rights or master resell rights to this ebook
to other marketers. (Usually you charge a little more when you sell
the rights.)
Those other marketers who bought the rights now have master resell rights as
well. That means they can sell the product directly to end users, and/or they
can also sell the master resell rights to other marketers.
In other words, everyone who purchases the master resell rights version of the
product may sell the product itself and sell the rights to the product.

Note: Check your license. Usually acquiring master resell rights (MRR)
means that anyone who purchases the product automatically gets master
resell rights, which is the right to sell the product and transfer the rights
to others.
However, some licenses allow you to only sell BASIC resell rights to your
customers. That means your customers can resell the book but NOT the
rights. These are usually referred to as nontransferable rights.
Also, just as with basic rights, some licenses define specifically how and
where you can sell your product (e.g., whether you can sell on auctions,
put the product on a CD and ship it, etc). Always check the license to
ensure you’re following its terms.
Just as with basic resell rights, you aren’t allowed to modify master resell rights
products. If you do want to modify a product, then you’ll need to search for
products in our next category…
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Private Label Rights
(AKA PLR, and Private Label Resell Rights)
When you get private label resell rights (PLR) to a product, it means that not
only do you get the right to sell the product to your customers, you ALSO get the
right to modify the product.
In the case of a text document, you’ll usually get the original source file (e.g.,
Word document or txt file) so that you can add text, delete text, chop an ebook
into articles, combine articles to create an ebook and so on. Usually you’re
allowed to put your name as the author/creator of the product.
This is another case where you need to check your PLR license very carefully, as
not all PLR is created equally:
 Some PLR licenses allow you to create an entirely different product,
such as turning an audio product into a text product or vice versa,
 while others forbid the practice.
 Some licenses grant you transferable rights, meaning you can pass
the private label resell rights to others, while other licenses forbid it.
 Some licenses have very strict guidelines about what percent of your
product must be changed before you can put your name on it, while
others don’t define it.
 Bottom line: check your license carefully so you understand exactly how you can
modify your product and resell it.
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Non-transferable Rights
A few times in this report we’ve referred to “nontransferable rights.” As the
name implies, this means that you cannot transfer whatever rights you received
with the product to your customers.
For example, nontransferable private label rights means you can modify the
product and sell it to your customers, but your customers don’t get any rights
(e.g., they can use it for their personal use only).
In short: your customers can enjoy the product… but they don’t have the rights
to modify it, sell it, or even give it away.
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Personal-Use Rights
Products with personal-use rights means the person can enjoy the product but
they do NOT get any rights with the product. They can read it, use it and enjoy
it – but they can’t share it, sell it, modify it or reprint it in whole or in part.
If have basic resell rights to a product, that means you’re selling the product to
your customer with personal-use rights only.
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Unrestricted Rights
As the name implies, those products that come with “unrestricted rights” don’t
come with a license full of “dos and don’ts.” For example, getting unrestricted basic resell
rights usually means you are free to sell the product as you please, including on auction sites,
as a bonus to a paid product and so on.
Getting unrestricted private label rights to a product usually means that you can
do anything you want with the product – modify it in any way, change it to a
different format, etc.

Note: Even though “unrestricted” is a pretty clear term, some product
creators still slip small restrictions into their licenses. As such, be sure to
read the license to make sure the product really is unrestricted.
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Rebranding Rights
When you get rebranding rights to a product, it means you are allowed to
change specific parts of the product as allowed by the product creator.
For example, the creator may allow you to do one or more of the following:
● Change all the links in the product to your affiliate links.
● Add your own link to the front or back of the product.
● Add your name to the product (usually in the form of “presented by
[insert your name]…”
● Perhaps include a short message or ad somewhere in the product.
Then, depending on the license, you may be allowed to sell or give away the
product (giving it away is more common).
Usually rebranding rights are granted to affiliates so they can get a backend
income from giving away a free report. To make it easy on the product creators,
they usually distribute a “PDF rebrander” (like ViralPDF.com or similar) so that
affiliates and others who want to rebrand the report can do so easily themselves.
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Give Away Rights
Rebrandible products usually come with give away rights. As the name implies,
you can give these products away to your subscribers and visitors. Most of the
time, those products that include give away rights actually forbid you from
reselling the product.

Note: give away rights do not allow you to modify the product in any way.
However, if you were granted private label rights WITH give away rights,
then you can modify and give the product away. If your license doesn’t
grant PLR rights explicitly, then assume you cannot change the content.
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Reprint Rights
Reprint rights gives you permission to publish (print) an article, report, ebook or
other text document that was previously published elsewhere.
For example, articles you find in article directories (like ideamarketers.com) come
with reprint rights. That means you can reprint the article in its original form –
complete with author’s byline – on your own site, blog, newsletter or similar.
Reprint rights usually mean you can reprint but NOT sell the information.
Further, you aren’t allowed to modify the content or the author’s byline in any
way.
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Royalty Rights
Getting royalty rights to a product means that you need to pay the product
creator a small royalty for every product you sell.
The difference between having royalty rights and simply being an affiliate for a
product is that YOU control the product sales process, the customer list and all
backend marketing.
As such, it’s usually more profitable for you to acquire royalty rights for a product
as opposed to merely being an affiliate – and that’s because the money is in the
list. (Of course, getting the basic resell rights to a product is even better,
because then you pay a one-time-fee to the product creator with no revenuesharing
required – and you still get control of the sales process and the customer
list.)

Note: you usually don’t have any other rights to the product, which
means you can’t modify it or transfer the rights to others.
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Foreign Language Rights
When you buy the foreign language rights to a product, it means you have the
right to translate the product into different language.
For example, buying Spanish language rights means you can translate the
product into Spanish. And usually, depending on the terms of the rest of your
license, you then get reprint rights, give away rights, royalty rights or some form
of resell rights to the product.
Note, however, that usually foreign language rights only grant you the permission
to translate the product into ONE other language. So of you wanted French,
Spanish and Mandarin rights to a product, you’d likely need to buy three
separate licenses.
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Conclusion
As you likely figured out, some products come with multiple rights. For example:
● You may purchase a product that includes resell rights AND foreign
language rights.
● You may purchase a product with give away rights AND resell rights,
meaning you can sell it or give it away, your choice.
● You may receive an article with foreign language rights and reprint
rights – meaning you can reprint the article in another language.
And so on.
Even though you now know the definitions of all these terms, let me repeat this
important point: you must always check your license to avoid any
misunderstandings or legal complications. When in doubt, ask the product
creator what you can and cannot do with the product – and get his or her
answer in writing to protect yourself.
Now get out there and make some money – either by selling rights to YOUR
products, or by selling other people’s products!
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Recommended Resources
Resell Rights Product License Offer – including: Advanced SEO Techniques, Affiliate
Marketing, Blogging For Cash, Dominate The Web 2.0 Market, Maximum Profits, Super Joint
Venture Secrets, and Viral Traffic Generation – Start Your Own Info Products Business or
Create An Additional Income Stream with Just a Few Simple Clicks of the Mouse!

Top Tools & Resources
The Simple Smart Marketing Activity
Blog Marketing Techniques Tools And Resources
Start your business off on the right foot by preparing for a profitable journey into the blog
marketing arena. Blog Marketing Techniques lays out the comprehensive but simple to follow
plan to help you do it. Keep it simple – Build it smart!
Super Affiliate Marketing Strategies
Super Affiliate Marketing Strategies
There’s never been a more comprehensive, all-inclusive blueprint to building your Web
marketing empire than the “Super Affiliate Marketing Strategies”. Discover the real
secrets to incredible wealth in the affiliate marketing space.
Content Marketing Magic
Content Marketing Magic System
Visit the Content Marketing Magic website for a complete step-by-step system of how to
explode your Web business. We include 5 Modules, Worksheet, Checklist, Process Map and a
Special 12-Book PLR Pack in this unique starter business!
Social Marketing Tips And Strategies
Social Media Marketing Tips And Strategies
Social Marketing Tips And Strategies was designed to help new marketers learn the ropes to
building a profitable online business quickly and easily using the powerful tools and resources
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found in the social media niche. Get started building your successful Web business today!
CPA Vault Secrets
CPA Vault Secrets
Web marketers of all levels have been making money with the CPA method of marketing for
years. Take a look at this website today for the information and resources that will help you
skyrocket your online income utilizing the proven wealth-creation methods of CPA marketing.
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TPJaveton Welcomes You
Available immediately upon joining TPJaveton & Associates for Web hosting purposes or
domain registration(s), members will have free access to tutorials covering a range of topics
about the use and functionality of cPanel functions, tools and resources. Learn more about
"Domain Management," "SiteBuilder" and "FTP" (File Transfer Protocol), among many other
resources. So head on over to the free video tutorials interface and take a look at the topics
covered including the categories listed below.
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Video Tutorial Categories
Innovative Web Hosting & Marketing Tutorials
Basic Web Hosting/Marketing Tutorials
If you own an online business, or you promote and sell products/services online, you are
most likely utilizing a Web space provided by your hosting company, cPanel, Web Mail,
Sitebuilder and SiteStudio, as well as your own Domain Name(s), DNS Servers, FTP Client and
Photo editing software. And as you know when you're operating a business (online or
otherwise) it is necessary to get things done right and fast in order to satisfy the customers
who rely on your expertise to get their products and services delivered; and that's why you
may find this series of FREE tutorials helpful. Consider this a goodwill gesture from the folks
at TPJaveton & Associates. Good luck and best wishes!
Video Tutorials Covering:
cPanel skins

cPanel X3 Skin
cPanel X Skin
Domain Control Panel
Plesk 8.6
Plesk 10
FTP
WHM (Reseller)
WHM (Dedicated)
WHM Autopilot
WHMCS
phpMyAdmin
Mail
Webmail
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Horde
RoundCube
Email Clients
SmarterMail
Mobile Email Clients

Website builders & accessories
Sitebuilder
SiteStudio
FrontPage
Change your DNS
WordPress
osCommerce
Gallery
Miscellaneous
And much more when you visit us at TPJaveton & Associates Web hosting portal to register or
view the low-cost array of Web Hosting Services and Domain Name resources available for
your use should you decide to use our services.
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BONUS! Grab Your FREE Lifetime Membership To:
ADLANDPRO CLASSIFIED ADS
($147.00 Value)

Discover the jealously guarded secrets of Top Internet Marketers who are making a killing from Classified
Advertising! Imagine learning things like:

 The expert answers to the most Frequently Asked Questions on Classified Advertising
tactics!

 How to take full advantage of proven Advertising Stretegies and techniques employed by the pros
and convert them into cash!

 How to effortlessly create your very own Attractive Ads and submit your website(s) to
over 64,000 Search Engines and Directories!



What to look out for in a Classified Advertising before purchasing advertising space,

 How to smack your competitors flat even though they may marketing and selling the
same products as you do!

 And so much more! This is barely in a nutshell.

Click Here to Join ADLANDPRO as a FREE Member!
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BONUS! Grab Your FREE Lifetime Membership Access To:

RESELLRIGHTSWEEKLY.COM
($197.00 Value)

Gain INSTANT access to Resell Rights Weekly as a Gold member and get your hands on:

 A constantly adding collection of brand new Resell Rights products that you can resell and
keep all the sales,

 Rich Private Label Article archive that you can use to build your own Information Products and
expand your Online Empire,

 Beautiful templates that you can for your own graphic design purposes – E-Covers, web pages, etc.
 Advanced Reseller Strategies NOT covered in most paid products on the same subject,


And much, much more!

Click Here to Join Resell Rights Weekly For $1.00!
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Thanks for your interest in this information!
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